Dear Customer,

Below are some notes to remember when booking or travelling the Millenium Ribble Link.


It has been brought to our attention when completing our pre-booking checks, that Boat
Safety Certificates and Insurance Cover have often expired during the year of the Licence.
It is a requirement for this passage that current documents are held and checks will be made
by Canal & River Trust who if necessary, will contact you directly for up to date copies.



On the passage schedule, please be advised ‘Up’ passages are from Tarleton to Savick and
‘Down’ passages are from Savick to Tarleton.



Please read the Terms & Conditions thoroughly as they may have been amended and
not there is now an administration charge should you miss your passage and not
follow the correct cancellation procedure.



Please note that when travelling from Tarleton the last place to dispose of rubbish before
going onto the Link is at Sparks Bridge. It is suggested that fresh water tanks are filled up at
Sparks Bridge as there are no facilties at Tarleton. On arrival at Tarleton please moor up on
the visitor moorings immediately after Town End Swing Bridge.



Don’t forget your life jackets, anchor, mobile phone and windlass or you will not be able to
travel through the Link.



Please ensure your mobile phone is left switched on for the duration of your whole
passage day as Canal & River Trust Staff or their agents may need to contact you
before and during your passage.



You must arrive by the time specified in your booking (4 – 4.5 hours before for a down
passage and 2 hours before for an up passage) for all preliminary checks and preparations
to be made. Should you not arrive by the specified time you may not be able to travel.
Please note that due to high demand Canal & River Trust cannot guarantee passage on the
next tide.

We thank you for your co-operation and look forward to receiving your application.
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